Flip-Over Concept Books

A series of print/tactile books, uniquely designed by APH

These concept books provide interactive, independent learning for young children as they build basic concepts and develop early tactile skills. The format of the books consists of tactile full-color panels that can be turned until the child finds adjacent panels that continue a line or pattern, complete a sequence, build an image, and so on.

Three Flip-Over Concept books are currently available, LINE PATHS, PARTS OF A WHOLE, and TEXTURES.

Note: These books utilize a special binding that opens and closes, allowing teachers and parents to:

- Randomize/shuffle the panels within each stack to prevent the child from memorizing the exact location of a panel
- Minimize the number of images presented in the book, if needed, for a younger child

Recommended ages: 4 years and up.

Flip-Over Concept Books: TEXTURES

The goal is to find three adjacent panels that are embossed with the same textured pattern. An assortment of textured vinyl panels is provided that the teacher/parent can select from to build a unique TEXTURE flip-over book. Each texture appears as separate red, blue, or yellow panels. Some panels are duplicated in soft, flocked styrene to encourage the child to discriminate between subtle textural differences.

Includes

- Flip-Over Concept Books: TEXTURES
- Reader’s Guide (separate print and braille versions)
- Textured panels
Flip-Over Concept Books: LINE PATHS

The goal is to find three adjacent panels that continue the same type of line path (e.g., solid, dotted, double-dotted, etc.). Continuous Line Path Worksheets are included to allow the child to practice tracking each line type, from start to finish, in a continuous motion before tracking across three separate panels.

Includes

• Flip-Over Concept Books: LINE PATHS
• Reader’s Guide (separate print and braille versions)
• Two Line Path Worksheets

Flip-Over Concept Books: PARTS OF A WHOLE

The goal is to find three adjacent panels that complete a whole picture as shown in the first (or left-hand) panel.

Includes

• Flip-Over Concept Books: PARTS OF A WHOLE
• Reader’s Guide (separate print and braille versions)

TO ORDER

Flip-Over Concept Books:
TEXTURES 1-08829-00
LINE PATHS 1-08831-00
PARTS OF A WHOLE 1-08832-00
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